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HIGH-EXPANSION. AIR FOAM

A SURVEY OF ITS PROPERTIES AND USES

by

R. N. Butlim

1 • Introduction

Vater in its bu.1k liquid form is -of limited use in fighting fires in many

. flammable liquids. For this reason, methods for tur.ning the water into a

foam which can floo.t 0:1 the s=faceof a flammable liquid. have been developed,

"protein-based" foams being the most widely used.. In recent years, however,

a di.ffe:rent type of foam has been developed having different physical and

exti!JguiElh:i.ng prope!'ties: fJ.'om those ·of. protein. foams. This foam has become

known as I high-expansion' foam in contrast to the normal I protein' or 'low

expansion' foam, since it is normally used i.n a highly expanded state. The.

'ex:p1msio:I1' 'of a foam is the ratio :of a given volume of the foam to the

Yol"me ·of li.quid it COD.tai:!!.S. 'dhe:r'e protein foams usually have expansions

between :; and 15, high expansion foams have expanatona of up to 1000, or even

higher.

Theotigi:nal concept and early development of high expansion foams resultecl,

froin the urrl.que problem of fighting fires i.:ll mines. Adverse factors resttic·t

the use of corrve:lltio:nal methods of extinction for an. established fire underground

(for example, the range of a water jet is restr.icted by the low ceiling). There

was, an obvious neech for a metbodof. co:ITvey:i.:rJg aome fire quenching age:rJtto the

active end of amine fire from a distanoe, and this agent would have to pass:

throllgh the heated zone of 'burnt-out roadway. To mee·t tbis need, the Safety

t.n MLnes Research Establ:!.shment pioneered the first development work -on high

expanet.on foam, and (J'fer a period 'of a few years i.:mrestigated most of the

ealie:!lt features of the production and effectiveness: of high expaned.on foam

wHh respeot to undezground fires1-5. The United States, Bureau of Mi..nes;·

followed on from the lead given by S.M.R.E•. a.::od brought the technology of

high expansion foam to a more advanced state6-9. At this stage, the

technique iute~~ested private enterprise; and two persons who halt worked in

liaiso2\ with the Bureau of Mines dS"'eloped a portable apparatus suitable:

for use both above: and below groundlO• Thi's development took place between

1960 and 1963, and since this time more -ccmme.rcf.a.L interest has been aroused,

and a. wide variety of high expansion foam liquids and appliances are !i.OW

available. The foam i.tself is extremely light, it is a poor transmitter



of sound, light, and thel:"Jllal radiation and, as far as is known, is a poor conductor

'of electricity.

2. Mechanism of extinction by high-expansion air foam

The mode of extinction by high expansion foam depends. to some extent on the

nature of the combustible material. It is possible, however, to generalise

briefly on the contributing factors to extinctiom
l l

- 13
o As highexpansi on foam

contains. wate~, perhaps the most obvious mechanism of extinction is by cooling the.

ma.terilli until combustion ceases. A.n~ther way in which high expansd.om foam

contributes to extinclion. is, in the production of steam, which then clisplaces air

at thefi:re and further inhibits combustion. High expansion. foam can also limit

emnbuatd.ozu by reducing the: access. of adequate air to the fire, for. example, where

the foam surrounds the base. of a burning pile of material. In this way the fire

can ultimately burn itself out without spreading; even if the other two methods

of extinction do not apply. It should be noted at this point that severe brea:k

<town of the f~m will rel:ease the air inside the bubbles, but in general, the

other factors will offset this effect. Some contribution to extinction will a'lso

be made when the inert combiJiation products are trapped under the foam instead

of escaping in convection currents, and these products will also assist in

amot;h.erlng a:. fire.

H:lgh expansion foam haa one ·other property which is a major factor in ita,

use for fire control. It is extremely effective as a thermal radiation shiel&.

and by reducing the radiative transfer of heat from a fire, the rate at which a

fire can spread will be considerably reduced;

30 Methods. of production

The usual way in which hi'gh ·expansion foam is generated is to spray a di1:u.te

aqueous solution of a suitable detergent or wetting agent onto an absorbent mesh

screen'. (usually fabric) through which air is blown' by a fan or other device. The

overall result will .depend upon the aombination ·of agent, screen and blower used;

and it is ccnvem.ezre to consider each of the components separately in order to

discuss. the development work to date o

(a) Agent

Hundreds of foaming agents have, so far, been tested for foami!1g

properlieso Most of them are the wetting agents and detergents, which ar~

commonplace in the detergent and textile industries. An important

enterion for a. good foaming agent is that it should produce a me·chanicaill.y

stable: :foam which will n.ot permit a high rate of liquid drainage from the.

bubble walls o Another p:rope~y for a good foaming agent is that it should

be bi(F.degradable to permit it to be flushed away through the clrains. The

foam must also be able to carry large quantities of water to the fire, 8l.
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property which is not necessa...."ily directly related to its rate of drainage.. As

the natura of the available water used to make the foam can affect its properties,

the ideal agent should also be capable of produ.cing foam with waters of

va:-ying degrees, of hardness, acidity and salt content.

Eisner and Smith
1

in their early work on high expansion foam attempted

to make an assessment of the relative merits of different wetting agents.

Most of these were proprietary brands of which the exact chemical

constitution was. unknown. They generally contained some stabiliseI' ·or

"foaming agent". Two of the agents which were found to be better than

others for foam production were compound A (a:. flake material, mainly dodecyl

.- benzene sodium sulphonate,) and compound B (Ill. viSCOUs liquid of unknown

composition) • SUbseque~t extinction tests on underground. fires were made

usi:!!g III soltution of B at about 3 percent concentration.

InV'estigations were made at the U.S. Bureau of Mines7 into the

foami.:!!g prOperties of various compounds. There were:

(i») Ammonium lau.:r.yl sulphate

(ii) Amino fatty aaid.

(iii) Alkyl-aryl sulphonate

(iv) Alkyl phenol

( v) . Alkylated ether

(vi) Alkylated phenol ether

Tests werecarried·out on this series of compounds to determine their

relati'lre dirainage properties and 'also the relat.ive decrease with tlJlle of

·the fOamvolUlIle. The effects of agent concentration. and; temperature 0!l1

the water retentiollll properties for ammonium lauryl sulphate were also

investigated. In all these tests,' ammonium lau:ryl su.lphate appeared·to

be super-Lor- to the other compounds, particularly in. terms of its draiI1age,

characteristics. Expen.ments were made subsequently with a blend of

83 percent ammonium lauryl su.lphate and 17 per cent alkyl aryl sulphonate!

foo.m from this blenfu contained adequate water (70.2 oz/cu.ft) and could

be transported greater distances than foam from ammonium lauryl su.lphate

so:lnltionB. It was found that satisfactory results were obtained with an

ammonium lalL'";Yl sulphate containing 2 to 3.5 per cent unsulphated alcOhol,

and not more than 1, pea-cerrt ammomum.chloride, ammonium sulphate, 'or

other impurities and baving a pH between 6.0 and 6.5 and a buffering

component to resist change i.n pH. With aome brands of this compound.

not corrtad.ni.ng these properties, the water retentivity was rather low;

and was. affected by temperature. The minimum recommended concentration
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in a soliution of ammonium lauryl sulphate for soft water was 0.4 percent

in the 'final solution applied to the net. Household detergents were not

effective foaming compounds for fire control.

As. part of a test programme for generating high expansion foam using

B.' turbc>-jet engine, selection tests for foaming agents were carried out at

the Fire Research Station, Boreham W.ood14• In the first instance a simple

test was made, using a method first devised at S.M.R.E. 15, in which only

slll9.11 quautities .or IIl9.terial were used. Essentially, the time for the

'black band' in a film of the agent in solution to descend to the mid-point

0'-'- a supporting 'framewoZ'k (at; 45° to the horizontal) was measured. A.

slow descent indicated a strong, stable film. Thirty agents were tested

using this apparatus and as a reeult seven of these were selected as haViing

a, sufficiently slow ·drainage rate and high stability to warrant f'u.rther

examination on the pilot scale. These' were:

(i) EUend of sodium dodecyl benzene, sulphonate with non-ionic

components.

(ii) Ethylene oxide condensate of sodium lauryl sulphate

(iii) SodiulII lauryl di-ethylene glycol ether eu.lphate

(iv) ltlended sulphated fatty alcohols

(v) Sodium lauryl ether sulphate,

(vi) Sodium alkyT napthalene sulphonate

(vii) Ammollium lauryll sulphate

The pillot test -coaprd.aed filling a cylinder, 51cm diameter (1 ft 8 in)

and 366cm (12 £t)"in length with a foam plug, colleoting the draining liquid

at; knOlrn time intervals, and thus determi.ning the "hali-drainage time" which

is the time taken for hali of the liqUid contained i.n the freshly genaratied.

foam to drain. Again, on the basis lIf this test, ammoniUlll lauryl sulphate

prav'ed to be the most satisfactory agent, although one or two of the others

showed some promise. In all tests the solution concentration was kept

constant at 1 per cent of actiYe oontent of agent. The !l.ominaJ. expansion

of the foam' was. 11000:1.

Another series of extensive tests on foaming agents was made by the

Walter Kidde Company1 0, who i.n the first :tnetance began to develop for

commeroial use .the concentrate discovered and developed by the U.S. Bureau

of Mines7 (described above). It was. fOll_cud, however, that this material

had. three notable deficiencies, namely:

- 4 -



(i) It could not make foam with water having a hardness much over

700 ppm. This ruled out ita use for IIlB.IlY water sources and

parl10ularly its use with sea water, which can have a hardness

.BJS: high as 13,500 ppm. It was also necessary to increase. the:

rate of use of the concentrate with :lncreasing water hardness.

(ii) The v.dscosity of the liquid Lncreaaedi with decreasiDg tempera

ture and it became solid at 40<7.

(1ii) The water :retent10n stability of the foam was, poor.

In the search for a material not haviDg these defec·ts•.400 materials were

screened usi.Dg a. fos,m-niak:i:og apparatus and despite the fact that no individual
-\

,- substance met the requ1rements m combination of materials was found which

yielded excellent foam of controlled s,tability with synthetic sea-water. The,

nature ·of these components and those used in more recent formulations have

been specified in the patent litel'atu,re>45.46. In the above: discussion :of

invemtigatioll9 into the relat:i'lre mer'Us of different foaming agents. mention

has been made of one or tvo adverse fac:tors which .ean reduce the effectiveness

of a good foam. It is also riecessaxy to consider whether the stab1lity and

draiwge properties of a foam can be improied in any wa¥". Two of the most

significant ~ctors whi,chcan ad:versely affect the performaneeof a foamiDg

agent are associated with the water supply avai,lable for foam makiDgj they

are the pH of the water and its hazdneses, It has been. shOW!J? tha·t a pH

variation between 3 and 11 has little effect on the water retention of foam

from ammonium lau:."'Yl sulphate if soft tap water of 100 ppll11 hardness is used.

With mine water of 1480 ppm, hardnesa water rete:otio:'ll of foam from 1; percent

soilltion increased linearly with the Jilof the solution. A.s the hardness

Lncz-eaeed, a proportional increase in the solutionco:ncen,t'rati01ll was requi:ned

for satisfactory foam production. Abave 500 ppm hardness. it was recommended.

that the water be treated,. as an i,ncrease in solll.tioncon:cent2'B-tion. did II,ot

normally neutralize the hardness. For water with excessive calcium. the

addition of sodium phosphate was effe<Jt;iv,e in softeniDg the water. A buffer

additive was helpi'u.l in rBsistiDg changee due to pH•

. Thedrai,nage rete of a foam may be imlJrOVed by adding a "viscosity

intensifieI'" to the foaming agent. In the Bureau of Mines work7• carbO:zy

methyl cell:u~ose and a high molecular weight. water soluble. synthetic

acryJiic polymer were both effe'cUve 1:11 this way. The polymer was available

in aqueous solution and could be mixed readily with the foamiDg compound.
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(i)
(tiL

(iii)

The inorease in water retention of the foam was found to be directly

proportional' to theconoentrationof the viscosity intensifier used.

~ith ammonium lauryl sUlphate, 0.2 per cent carboxy methyl cellulose in

th~ final solution produced foam with 13 times that of a standard 0.4 per

c:ent ammonium lauryl sulphate solution. Attempts to improve the drainage.

rate of a foam (made with a blend of sodium dodeoyl SUlphate with nca

ionic'components) by adding sodium tri-pOlyphosphateor ethyl hydroxy

cellulose were unsuccessf'uJ.14• It is of interest to note at this point

that the drainage rate in moving foam is less than that in the static

.foam due to' the 'tumbling' actaon of the moving foam which preserves the
10water present •

The practioal limitations with the existing foam compounds gives an

upper- limit of expansion of 1200 : 1. It is possible to produoe a foam

mechanioally with an rezpansd.on of up to 2000 : 1 but thiu il5 uristable.

uthough it may be possible to .develop a oonoentrate which would give a

stable foam of even higher ·expansion. ra:tio, there does, not appear to be

any immediate demand for such a foam.

(b) S'creElIl:

The two important features assooiated with the soreen upon which the

foam solution is sprayed are the nature of the material from which the

screen is .oonstructed and its configuxation. The requirements ·of a

screen or net material have. been specified as follows·.3 The material

should: .

oreate little obstruotion to the ail'-flow;

catch liquid sprayed with only little tr",.jeotory;

\ hold su.ffic:i.ent Ji.iqu:l.d to prOvide a. rese.noir for

sustaining foam formation during variations of

spNylZlg;

(iV) be, robust; and dairable;

(v ) form foam at high ai r speeds.

Many types ·of material have been tested in different establishments. The.

simplest screens, haVing easily-variable d.imensions, were made from wire

gauzes. In practice, this failed to give a foam capable of filling a

test Q,Ylind~r1 • It is possible, however, to produce a foam using a

meta'l honeyoomb as a soreeD?, but generally a collapsible fabric screem

is preferable. Various types of textile have been tried, but it is not

possible to vary oontiIDlously and separately the factors which define a.

textile. These include I the basf.o material of yarn. and. method of

construation, whether woven, warp-knitted or lace-knitted, and the weight.

thickness and oloseness of the completed textile. Initial tests at

- 6 -
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S.M.R.E. indicated that thicker materials, lace-knitted from cotton

yarn, were by far the mosteffective1 • Nylon and rayon materials

were not successful. P~'eliminary tests on materials for the foam

ma~ng screen (at J.F.R.O.) showed that,an absorbent open mesh cotton

. fabric was the most satisfactory1 6• The synthetic fibre mesh fabrics

tested were not as good as cotton mesh fabrics for making foam but the

mesh pattern·and the size were not the same as with the cotton fabrics

used. Cotton l;lloth was, in faat, found in later tests to weaken and

rupture after an hour or so, and this was ascribed to microbiologica:l

attack17• On this aceount , therefore, the synthetic materials

appeared to be more suitable proqi.ded that a mat!3rial which was

efficient in the foam-making procesa could. be found. This problem

has obviously been solved, as in present-day cOJJlIIlereial equipment,

nylon :nets are used.

The d.ifferent co:nfigtlxati«l31,s Of the net which have been used in

various tests are broadl~:

(i)

(ii)

(iii.)

(i,v)

(v)

Plane net at 90fJ to the air flow

n n "45~ n n " til

Q>
Exlland.ed,eyllniL.-ioal net at 90 to the air flow

" Zig-,-.zagl' or cll!l.oertiD.a-ed net with its plane at 900 or

angled to the air flw,

A ccntcal. :u.et

The preferred configll!'8itio:u, Ln the modern commercial equipment appeara

to be coni'iglll'ation (hr) i,)1 the abO'Ye list.

( a:) The Blower

\the:" the id,ea ·0:1: usi:~g high,-ex:pansion. foam wasco:t\ceived, at S .M.R.E.,

the intention was to utiUse the natllxal ventilation current circulating

air- through the mine as a blower system which would not faH if local

electri,ci'ty supplies f>l<iled. All the work at S .M.R.E. was in fact

ca,rried allt using the erlsti:og 'liBnUlation system. From this work4. 1.iti.-,,',

waa established that OM of the i.mportaut .. fact(j:"~ iIIVolved in the

formation of high-expansion foam was the air-speed. It was also shown

th~t a critical li.mi.t for this factor erlsted for a given net and that

exceed.i:ogthis limit would ;result i:u "leakage" of ai,r,· through and

around the net. This in turn wou.ld eanae. a loss of motive pressure,

the leaki:og air wou.ld tend to ausuaf.n the fire, and the d.ecreasedt

height of the foam plllg in the mi.ne wo-ll1d result Ln quicker drainage.

The erlstence of ac:ritiaal ai,r speed, was also predicited theoretieally

i1! this work. Early i,n the subsequent resea:rc.h at the U.S. Bureau. of

Mines, it became appa:rent 'that the :~,o:r.mal vent:i.lati.ng current in. mines

-7-



in the United States would not provide adequate air pressure to drive a

foam plug the distance that Iilight be requdred, Thus a portable high

expansion foam generator was developed which eontained a fan having a

relath'ely high pressure Ilotential6 • Most of the commercial equipment

now a.vailable ·employs 0::1.8 of tJ:i.e fol~owing methods of air flow:

(i) Propellor fan dri'ven by electric motor

(i.i) Propellor fa::! d.riven by petrol motor

(ii.i) Air flow induced by waterflow

An all,-pu'-'Pose devi.ee has been developed in Russi!li
18

which can .be operated

1l.Bi~ either a burzrt--gae genera.toZ',· CO
2

cylinder; compressed .air or

compressed inert gas. A,. considerable amount of work has taken place at

J .F.R.O. where an inert gas generator has been coupled to a foam-making

device. This, however, will be dealt with in a later section" where.

the combined use of different agents will be conai.dered;

One factor in the pr-oduct.Lom of high-e:xq:l9.nsiorJi feam which has not

been discussed is the method of injecting the generally viscous foam

concent.rate into a water supplly for dJi.lution before spraying at the net.

The four general methods awailable for this are a direct injection system,

8.; by-pass eductor system, an i.n-line edactor system and. a premix injection

systel\l. Detad:ls of these four methods; have been descrribed and. illustrated

elsewhera7 ,;

4. Specifications for suitable f=ing· agents

·AIa the use of high-e:x;.pansio?! foam is not yet universal, and. its full

potentiaJ. is not yet realised, it is di.fficult to specify the required properties

of '"' given feaming agent or piece of apparatus. Some ideas; about specifications

ha_ been forthcoming f!'om development work 01l!l high-e:q>ansion foam, and others

cazi be derived· by ·alrJI!l1ogy wi'[;h those applied>. to oroinary low-expansion foam.

A> seriea of re'luirements for a foaming agent suggested by S.M.R.E. after

some ea:dy work on high-ex;pansion foam} in mines- were· summarised as follows:

(i) Viiscosity of the agent should not exceelil 20 poise, even ait

temperatures of SOC.

(ii)' IDle agent should be suitable for forming a 3 per cent solution

in wa.ten

(v)

It should disilWI'l'e in water when stirred only for a few. seconds

'The viscosity of a 3 per cent soluticn should not greatlly exceed

SO eentipois.e
-1

'The surface tension of the solution should not exc.eed 40 dyne cm

-8-



4. Speai:ficad;ions for suitable foaming agents (Gont' d.)

(vi) The back pressure exerted in the mine ventilatiom shaft by the

friotionof a 150' ft pJillg of foam should not el<ceed! by a factor

of 1.5 that exerted in the mine roadwa,y by similar foam plugs_

of available foam agents.

(vii) The agent should be capable of fonning t" bubble", at an

expansdon of about 600, and should not lose more than half

its wmter content in 2' minutea. froIn! a 2 ft high column.

(viii) The half-drainage time of the foam should not be made less;

than 2 mizmtes by impurities; in the water used, within the

following ranges:

pH 7.0 - 8.5
-Na 0-4000 p.p.m.

Total hardness 0-700 p.p.m.

(ix) The properties of the agent should be unaffected by ita

storage for periods of a few, years at temperatures between;

5 and 40JCl'c. In addition, it is desirable that the agent

should be cheap and should introduce no fire or phyaiological

haJzard.

'lilien cronsidering these suggested requirements, it should be borne in

mind that as the problem under consideratiom was the fighting of fires in

mines, elements of the requirements (notably (vi), (vii) and (viii» are

-alp:l12'opriate for this particular usage, but not necessarilW generally

- _'alppp.cable. In particuJa.ra half drainage time of 2 minutes may be too

low for general fire fighting use, since such foams have been found to be

ineffectiwe in extinguishingld.quid fires and in maintaining a cover over

ordinary solid fires for a sufficient time to bring about erlinctiom?2.

A half-dlrainage time of 10 minutes is probably more appropriate. The

- -amove requirements coincide with- those suggested by the U.S. Bureau of

Mines regarding stability, viscosity at different tempera<tures, corrosive

nature, preservation of foam.ing quality with time etc. In the absence

of any specific atandards for high-e~nsiomfoam, the properties of a

commeraially-developed agent1
Q, have been kept within most of the el<isting

Alnerican standards for air-foam liquid concentrates (Section III, U.L.162.

"Standards for Safety..Air Foam Equipment and Idqud.d Concentrates",

Underwriters Laboratories, Lnc., , May 1960). These are:



(i) Induotion Faa-tors. Liquid concentrates must be capable of

introduotion into water flowing under pressure in pipe' lines

or hose lines, bu vacuum-induction methods; as well 'as pressure

induction methods. (The commercial liquid standard induction

rate is 1.5 per' cent instead of suggested standards> of 3 per

cent - 6 per cent).

(ii) , Storage Temperature. Minimum temperature classification - 20'1it

(commercial liquid does not obey thiS), + 20~, and + 35~.

(iii) Ageing" ,Air-foam liquid concentrates shaD. show no materi.eU.

evidena.e of chemical or physical change when SUbjected to two

conditioning cycles. each consisting of storage for 14 days at

the minimum tempera;t;ure claimed for the liqUid concentrate,

followed' by storage for 24 hours at 1509F.
(av) Gorrosioneffects on containers. Liquid concentratBs shall

'not be unduly corrosive to the steel or other metals forming

the containers im which they may be shipped and stored. (In

, tllls respeCt.. the commeraial ld.quid and also ammonium lauryl

su'Lphabe sO:nUtion must be kept in plastilli-lined or plastie:

, containers becuase of their corrosive nature).

(vY Flash Point. This should not be less than 150", as determined

'by the' Tag closed-cup mebhod,

(vi)" pill Vailli~. 'ThepH values of 1Iitaiuid concentrates IlIUBt be determinedi

for use a's an aid in identifying container corrosion factors, and

iri'identifyirig the liquid concentrate.

( vii)" E'hys:j.a::alEffects on Personnel and P'roperty. Air foams from

. liquid concentrates ahal.k not be injurious to persons or

equd.pmerrt ,

(viii) Precipitation. Air-foam liquid concentrates of ordinary types

in recommended percentages shall be readily soluble in either

fresh or salt water. The precipitate, if any, should not

i.nterfere with the proper operation of foam-liquid pick-up

and proportionirig equf.pmerrt s- (This specification has not been

. applied to the commermial liquid).

(ix)· Specific Gravity. This should be determined for use as a meana

of identification.

Gives specifications for containers.

,"
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It would appear, therefore, that a oomprehensive list of requirements

oould be drawn up, based essentially on the U.L. atandards for air-foam

liquids~ amp1li.fied where necessary to inolude the range of properties,
found desirable in the dev.elopment of high-expansion f'oam (for example,

to specifY a range of aoceptable:viscosity in the induction specification).

It would also be necessary to include in the list of requirements, two of

the more important factors. These are the "half-drainage time", and the

"half-life time", or time for the f'oam volume to reduce to half its

original vmlue. It might also be possible to include a requirement for

the mininmm amouzrt of water delivered per unit time to the fire. Specific

graVity, pH, flash point, viscosity and surface tension may be determinedi

with standard laboratory equipment.' Many tests for the half-drainage time

on the laboratory scale7,1 5, and on the pilot scale1, 10, 14, have be~

devised and used. Because of discrepanc'ies between the laboratory scale

and the pilot-scale equipment, it wou;Ld be preferable if a pilot-scale

unit were used in specification tests for the half-drainage time. The

determination of the "half-life" of the foam is a relatively simple matter.

Al tamk of 620 1 capaaity has been used for, this purpose and found

satisfa~14. A lai"ge vo1:ume of foam has to be used in this test ,to

reduce wall effects and to approach the condition of full scale foam

production.

5. Applications of high-e~pansion_airfoam

The possible applioations of high-expansion foam in fire-fighting are

numerous, and as its history is relatively short, the number of actual fire

- outbreaks where high~expansion_foam has been used is smalJl. Small and :I1arge

scale testing on fires of different nature has been carried out, however,

and much useful information has been gained as to its applicability under

different circumstances-. Review artioles on its properties and applications
- ,~,W

have recently appeared in French and German Jo~-nals •

In the initial stages, the development of high-expansion foam was,

concerned solely wi.th the extinguishing of fires in mines. The considerable

number of full-scale experiments ca=ied out in Britain and the U.S.A.,l-8

advanced the state of the art to-a point where it could be used successfully

. om two mine fires in the U.S .A.9 , 19• 11:'. mine fires, the foam is appild.ed ma_

Sl I pJtug' ,which movea along the mine roadw%, towards the fire. High-expansiOlill

foam has also been used in circumstances which are somewhat analogous to the.

fires in mine situations. A· fire in a sewer under- construction in Scotland,

was successfully extinguished20• Methane gas was burning at the bottom of

- 11 -



a shaft 75 ft deep which was, linked to other shafts by sewer bunneLs , High

expansicn foam was applied from above wia a discharge tube after water jets

and normal f01lllIl had been tried without success. It was necessary to 'top

up' the; foam in the shaft at intervals, but the fire was eventually

extinguished. Again, it has been reported that a fire in a subway under

construction has been fought successfully with high expansion foam
21•

Liquid fuels and their associated hazards ane responsible for a larJe

number of fire outbreaks, and the effectivenes:o> of high expansion foam in"

fighting'this tyPe of fire has been demonstrated. Among the Class B

materials which hav:e been extinguished successfulliy with high expansion

f
' 10 '

oam are :'

•• High flash point liquids;

(i) Crankcase drainings,

(ii) Diesel oil, Jp-4, RP-1

(iii) Crude petroleum

(iv) v,ery hot (boiling diesel) oil

B. Low flash point Li.qut.da.

(i) Various paint and lacquer thinners,

(ii) Gasoline, benzene, toluol, heptane

(iii) Hydrazine

'(iv) Ethyl alcohol, acetone, isopropyl alcohol, MER.

(l. lLiiquefied gasea

(i) Propane and butame

(ii) Liquefied natural gas (control only)

In 'the above series of tests, a fire in a 1500 ft2area of high flash point

oil was extinguished in 8 minutes by a truck-mounted unit which used about 100

. -:;

g.p.m. of foam concentrate. It is of interest to note that in connection With

the protection of liquid na tuza.l, gas storages, one of the largest higjl expansion

foam systems to be commissioned to date is at Le Havre in France where 150
-1generators, each giving 44,000 cu. ft min of 1000:1 foam, protect three tanks

holding 9 x 106 U.S. gallons. The delivery ship is also protected43• It

has been noted in the above series of tests that fires of water solubles

'require sub'stantially greater foam application rates to obtain control.

Supporting evidence for this is' avarl.lallnle elsewhere13, where fires of acetone, ,

'lillsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine and methanol were found more difficult to

..~xtinguish than fires 'involving benzene. xylene and hemne. This supports,

the need for a specification or Code ?f Practice indicating the minimum anell

optinunrates of application of foam fOr different types of fuel. Tests on

- 12 -
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simulated fires, including fires in flammable liquids, have also been

carried out by the City of Coventry fire brigade
22•

One of the more

outstanding examples of the use of high-expansion foam in fighting

aatual fires with liquid fuel involved>. was an instance in Los Angeles

when a locomotive cut in two a petrol tanker on a level CrOssing23.

On IiiI'rival., the fire fighters found a flaming tangle of train. truck,

and trailer, plus burning and arcing high tension wires. Lines with

fog applicators were used to control the fire. but the overturned

tanker caused problems. ~ fog applicator used on this spread the

burning gasoline to the railway ties (sleepers). High expansion foam

was then used, and in 2t minutes the high expansd.on foam had extinguished

the flames.

One of the uses of high expansion foam which has considerable potential

is in ti!e fire protection of buildings. especiallY'where'large spaces are:

involved.' .. The use of fixed installations for this purpose has, been

discussed, and some tests have been made in this direction24 ~ Although

the number of actual case histories is small. it is likely that it will

be used more extensively in the fUture for a greater range of enclosed

spaces, for example, in ships. Three: instances in which a recently

acquired' foam unit has been used successfully have been reported25,26,42.

In the first of these, a fire involving a goo gallon tank of tar, oil

ignited.the roof of the building and the fire spread to the rest of the

building. The contents of the buildi.n¥ included large quantities of

tarred rope, sisal. and flammable liquids. The flames. from the fire

were 50 ft high and the whole of the faetory area of 26 f't x 50 ft was

involved. Ra&iant heat from the fire was so intense that materials 25 ft

away burst into flame., A foam genera.tor (31,000 g.p.m. foam) was used

to prevent ,the fire spreading to an office block, the wall of which had

already shown signs of collapse. The foam "pushed the fire away from

the building" and a wall of foam some 8 to 10 ft high was built up. and

completely prevented the fire from affecting the offices. Ths:..secllnd

fire was in a paper works with 1630 tons of baled waste paper and pulp

stacked, in some instances, to a height of approximately 60 ft. Two

stacka involving 76 ,tons and 255 tons were imiol-.,ed, and a considerable

amount of smoke was created. There were hazards due to

(i) indiscriminate storage of paper and waste (baled),

,(ii) sprinklers "tending to ,cause horizontal fire spread and to

increase the amount of smoke, although they helped to

'control the fire".

(iii) danger to personnel du.e to collapse of stacks.

- 13 -
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Foam was applied at ground 1evel so that the seat of the fire was

covered in foam, and this had the added effect of clearing away the smoke.

The generator was moved to balcony level and foam was, applied so that a

-blanket of foam covered the stacks involved (still burning) and the

surrounding gangwaws which prevented the spread of the fire. Once

the smoke was clear an access; way was made. Foam was applied intermit

tently when smoke from hot spots broke out and eventually the stacks were

dismantled and the- fire put out. In the third, a fierce basement fire

was effe~tively extinguished with no damage to goods stored on the ground

floor. The effectiveness of high expansion foam in dealing with fires;

of different types, but particularly those in enclosed spaces has also

been demonstrated in Russia, where it has been used in simulated and

actual 'fires in bUildingS18,41 and on fires in variohs parts of a ship,

particularly below decks27• Some success" has already been achieved using

high expansion foam on an actual fire in a capsized vessel37• In Russim

the technique of using high expansion foam differs from that generally

employed in Western countries. Men are sent into the foam-filled spaces

with breathing apparatus and guide lines, to extinguish the fire. In

the West, the tendency is to allow the foam to control the fire by filling

the spaces for an adequate time, and then sending men in to eX±inguish the

remaining fire when the foam has collapsed. The Russians have extinguished

fires in basements up to 290 m2 (3000 ft 2) in area and divided into 3 or 4

sub-basements (N.B. Area.. of basements at the large Covent Garden and

Smithfield fire was approximately 25,000 and 60,000 ft2 respectively). It

is important, of course, that the foam penetrates to all places where the

fire is burning, and this may be difficult in multi-storey or multi

compartment buildings. Many other tests have been carried out using high

expansion foam on fires involving materials and equipment of particular risk

or value. For example, its effe~tivenesaand possible deleterious effects

have been tested for fires involving record storage21 ,28 or electronic

equipment. and for fires involving radioactive materials and simulate<L nuclear

fu I 21,30,31 It I f t t th t t d ~e s • wou d appear rom heae tes s a damage 0 recor san",

electronic equipment by the use of high expansd.on foam is minimal. Other

burning materials which have been successfully extinguished with high

expansion foam are wood, rubber, and Clothing10,12.

Most successful applications of high ezpanedon foam to date have been

outlined above. There are, of course, limitations and snags concerned with

-,

.-

the use of high expansion foam. Some are specific to

fuel or fire situation. while others are more general.

- 14 -
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extinguished7.
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problems axe those of re-ignition of materials covered in foam, and of the

continued burning of materials and fuels while covered with a foam layer.

The,problem of re-ignition seems to occur in deep-seated fires generally,

but more particularly in fires involving wood and paper i.e. where

smoulde~ng cam occ~' 10 , 26 . The problem of continued burning under a

blanket of foam .aeems to cccur with non-hydrocarbon and water soluble

fuels13,32 and, theories to account for this have been suggested13., In

the latter case , the continued application of foam to the fuel at a rate

greater than the critical rate, of water application will extinguish the

fire13•. In the case of re-ig7.lition of materials under a foam blanket,

the only sure way of dealing with this situation seems to be repeated

applications of foam until the seat of the smouldering or fire can bo;

tackled with hand lines. Another problem, which has been mentioned

briefly above, is the rate of water application (as high expansion foam)

to af;Lre in a given material. If this is not greater than a certain

it is possible that a fire may be controlled but not

This problem would arise in situations where either the

foam .at; the point of generation did not contain sufficient water, or the

foam. (due to drainage d.uxing movement) upon arriv;alat the fire location. ' .

did not contain sufficient water for extinction.

.Obhez- problems ,exist which ar-e associated with t4e f'lw properties

of l"Jigh expansion foam33• If the foam is produced at a low· level in a

building, it will pile up at the operd.ng and flow by maintaining a constant

angle of repose (due to a balance in friction loss and head pressure). It

may be necess~~, therefore, to raise the foam at the inlet to a considerable

height before an object remote from the inlet is covered to sufficient depth

in foam. There will also be limits to the vertical and lateral spread of

foam; .from a. given machine, aga.ins·t head pressure and friction losses.

This problem would be i:ntensified where there i,s no escape route for the air

in an enclosed. space as the pressure due to steam generation and the entrapped

air would increase even further. Also, the rate at which a given machine

would produce foam initially would decrease as the foam blanket advan<eedi

across the floor of a building when introduced at a low level. Some of

these problems could be partially solved by introducing the foam (where

posmrl.ble) at an elevated level. This is convenient with fixed installations24

but there are .associated problems 1lIb.en portable equipment is used. In this

context the application of foam at eLevatred levels by projection (through

windows), from a portable lllJit mounted on "IIl elevated platform has beem

inves'tigated34
o A'lthough satisfamtory remote control' of the apparatus ia

possible, a 'throw' of 60 ft from the generator to an opening in a building

can only be achi~ed by a reduction in the expansion from 1000 : 1 to 500 : 1.

- 15 -



As the flow of foam is directionally uncontrolled, it is possible that the

foam may spread to occupy areas not affected by fire; or be wasted. by flowing

out through open doorways, broken windows and other openings. It is possible

to control the flow of high expansion foam by the use of nets as barriers35,

but it is not always possible to erect these in suitable positions under

fire conditions. Difficulties can also arise where it is necessary to

take the foam to a fire via any form of ducting, particulsrly where this

can not be kept horizontal and straight20•

Under certain circumstances, foam can be broken up by heat and the

droplets of water formed escape to the floor through the foam. It is then

. possible that the air carried to the fire by the foam is contributing more

to the maintainance of combustion than the water in the foam is contributing

to cooling. A demonstration of this problem was obaerved when foam advanced

upwair'ds, towards the ceiling joists of"a basement which were ful1y a1.ight33•

]j1oam rosEilquite rapidly to within 18 in of the ceiling and then its rise was

halted quite dramatically. The top surface; of the foam continued to undulste,

or wave, but the top level of the bubbles continued to .burst rapidly as it was,

move&upwar~ Other fires where high expansion foam may not be suitable are

fires in the open (due to lack of control of the light foam in at wind.), fires'

involving sprays or jets of fuel35,aJld conditionS' where the steam pr-oduced,

may react chemically with carbon or carbon monoJlide to form water gas (which

contains hydrogen), a1.though there is no evidence of dangerous amounts of

hydrogen: being pr-oduced to 'date. bother problem is that where it is

necessary to use water fog to protect the operatives of foam-generating

machines from heat rltdiad;ion the fog may break'dbwn the foam23•

The -ccnductton of electriaity by high expansion. foam could give rise to

amother hazard but the work carried out so far in this direction, has shown

,.

that the problem is not as acute as that when bulk water is used. In France,

for e~mple, it was found that the specific conductivity of a high expansion

foam was found to be 14 megohJn/cm/clJl, that the foam would only conduct ...

weak electric current and that electric motors and circuits operating at;

.220 volts did not appear to be damaged by the foam and in fact operated

sUccessfully within it39• In (J;ermany, the specific conduetivity of a high

expansion foam (1000 : 1) was found to be 0.77 x 10-6 Siemens/cm (1 Siemen =

.1,(ohm =·1 Ampere/Volt) crompared with a valiue of 870 x 10-6 s/cm for a 1.•5 per

cent so1lition. of the foaming agent in warter, and 410 x 10-6 slem for tap

water40•. It ean be seen that the specific conductiVity of the foam is,
aJp];!!r'oximately o:'2e-thousandth of that for the foam solution. 1Jhe conduetivity

Will, howeVJer, depend on the concentration and nature of the foam compound.,
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·Algain., LnRuseda , the electriaal conductivity of the foam has been found
, l'

to be, smal14., ,Preliminary e:l!lperiments have' 'shown that the'electrieal

conducti:v;ity of a foa1J1 with an expansion ratio of 200-500 is such that a

voltage of 6 kw at a distance of 3 m does; not create a life hazard. The

elea.trical hazard to personnel may:iilcrease, howev;er, when considerable,

draanage-Iiaa oe=ed,aoo until further information -Ls avadlable, maximum

safety precmutions (SWlitching off mains electricity, high voltage equipment)

and the use of rubber boots should be taken. Other disalivantagea of

high ezpansf.on foam as far as personnel are concerned are that' it cannot

be seen ,through,' and is a poor- transmitter of sound als0411'.

: PeriWmnel under high expansiom foam would soon find breathing difficult,

if !lDt impossible, Unl~ss ,they were wearing breathing ,q,Paratus. It is

ailso unlikely' that the filling of a building with high expansion foam would
. .' .'. . " .

aSsist ,.theres'cue of persons trapped in the building'.

" , 6. The, comparison of hie;h expanad.on foam and other ~JrliDgUishingagents

i :So far;" noc~mparisonofiW'l'Jr'Opertiesof high elllPansiori foam with
" -",'".:;'" .'. .

"othelC·,agents.has,' been ma<!le'.' A. brief c.omparison will' therefore be made

'in:this ,sect:i.on' and the possibilities of combin~d usage discussemio,

',", ,,>:w~er is' the most commonly ~sed extinguishing agent, and bas the

,,', ad;an.t~ge·Ofbe~~cheap, :readi4r ~v~ilable, usabie in different f~rms
.: (f~, 's;pniy,' j~t,et'~) and general]Jy ~an b~ directe'a. easily onto 'the fire, ,

"~at'f~~ ac~risiderable'distance.'The disadvantages of using water in

its llsualb1,tlk form are that jets haw limited throw and generally speaking

wat,er in!.:,the form of liets and sprays cannot be mada to flow round obstaeles.-. ,,- .
The,appldcation. of large quantities onto a large fire area thus necessitatea

the, multiplication', of appliances. Moreover wBiter' Cannot be used for certaim. ..'
flammable liquid' fires;, and' for fires where there is an associated electricaJ.

haaazd , Mso the am0U22t of damage 'caused: by the' water in extinguishing at

fire,is often comparable with the amount of fire damage, especially with

fires invollving paper, clothing, packing materials, textiles i and similar

commodities. High, eXpansion foam' can be generated at a very fast rate by

, a si!lEile a pplliance 'arid will cover a larger area more' quickly' than a single

'bu1kw&t~r'unit•• ,It,will also eJrlinguish flammable ldquid' fires" he~p to

"clear away, smoke (which water as a rdle'does not),. 'amd does not appear to

have: ~h~" same. electrical h8.~ properties that water does?9, 40, 411 • The

'a.mo=t ' of, water required to make sufficient high :expansi.on foam to fill a

" given' area, or volume would be much less than that used by a single water

",applli~e~ COlnPare'd with-,water, howe~er" high ,expansiom foam is not

'~ceptibie t~the'same, co~trol of direation and 'does not have the same

'free range as a water jet~
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Ordinary low expansion or protein-foam will effee.tively extinguish

liquid fuel fires, but considera.ble spoiling results from the use of this

type of foam. Low. expansion foam cannot be built up into /ilproteetive

waJ.1. for personnel against rIldiation. High expansion foam would not

normally be considered as an alternative -to dry powder as an extinguishing

agent for flammable liquid firea,. as it does, not give the same rapid "knock

down" on such fires;- in the open.

Inert glmes (such as carbon-dioxide, nitrogen and exhaust gases)

extinguish fires; mainly by reducing the oxygen concentration of the

atmosphere to a level below which combustiom a::easea. They are particularly

useful!. in large areas Where high-piled materials susceptible to smouldering

are stored. The damage to the goods involved in the fire by inert gas is,

in the main, negligible, but there is no real control over the direction

and spread of an inert gas, particularly where there are secondary sources

of air and draught in the building. Nevertheless if an inert g~s is

transparent, it would be possible ~y entering into the ga$ and opening a.ruJl

closing apJ[ll['Opriate doors to direct the gas. There is also a special toxic

hazard where carbon-dioxide is employed. Under suitable conditions, however,

la.rgevolumea can be fil.lefu rapidly and ine-rt gases Can be used in instances

where water -constitutes a chemical ha-zard or special risk (e.g. metal fires,

fires involving high voltages, liquifufuel fires). High expansion foam

will also fill large Volumes quickly and there is no intrinSic hazard to

personnel in its use other than its effects of cmrtailing vision and hearing.

- High eXlp8.Ilsion foam is not universal in its application, although therei

are several risks where it could usefully be used instead of, or in conjunc

tiom With, other agents. -A programme of testing the use of the exhaust gas

from Ii>. jet engine for the-generation of high expansion foam on a large scale

haa, been in progress at JoF.R.O.-for some time and trials have been made on

the effee.tiveness of this combination. The use of carbon-dioxide in high

expansion foam has also been eJlalllined. The use of small amounts of inert

gas or vaporiz;ing liquids in the atmosphere used to generate high expansiom

foam may produce satisfaetory -methods for extinguishing fires which would

normally prove troublesome with air foam alone. For example, this method

is likely to be suitable where smouldering can occuz-, where burning can

aontinue beneath a llayer of air foam,. or for thre&-dimensional liquid

fires4 - It has already been demonsi:reted44 that the combined use of high

expansion air foam and a sprinkler system will extinguish a deep-seated

paper fire under conditions where the indivi-dual methods would not.

- 18 -
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.. -Attempts to add soluble salt to the foaming liquid to :improve the extinguishing

efficiency of the foam hav.e so far proved. unsuccessful? It would appear.

therefore. that some of the major developments to be made in the use of high

expansion foam lie in this sphere of combined usage •

. 7. -Poss:ible future studies; of high expansion air foam

Despite its relatively short history. high expansdon foam has already

been used in an .extensive variety of ways for controlling and extinguishing

fires;" There still ensts a number of llllknomfactors in the behaviour and

properties of high expansion foam. and it will be necessary to carry out more

researchlf!.d de"i1elopment work em the subject before its full potential is

realised'.. 3.ome of the items which should profit from further irrveatigatioIJl!l .

atre listed belO'Il':

(i) ·Detlllliled examtnatd.on of the flow properties of the foam

(ii) '. Ehoamination of the transmission of head; radiation by the foom

(iii) . E..ffect of variations in the nature and concentrations of foam

.compounda aJ!l.d stabilisers,

. (iv) . Effect of iomc S8Jlt· concentratacn on foaming properties of

<lJi.ffe=.t compoundes

(v) Effe«:tiveness of doping the foam with inert gases. vaporizing

liqUids and other additives in dealing with fires of different

natures;

(vi) Effe«:t on foam st ructure and stability of different gases (i.e.

the ine:rt gases;) in the atmosphere wi thin the foam. where>

diffusion and s01ubil:ity may be important

(vii) Investigation of the possibilities of projecting the foam

instead of leadi!Jg it through 'ducts;

(wiii) Further investigation of electrical ha~rds associated. with

high expansion foam inc1uding effect of drainage in static

foam

.{i.:Er)InveSlti.gation of the criti<nal conditio:!:'.a for foam to cover and

em:i:J:lgllish fi'J:'<!ll

(~ Usa of generator without ememal power supply. i.e. inclUding

water tuxbine or compress.ed air turbine.
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It is not, of course, possible to predict all the future uses of high expansiom

foam but some will probably be in the general directions outlined below:

(i) e:ombined use with other agents or systems e.g. sprinklers, inert

gases eta.

(ii) more extensive use of high-rate generators as automatic fixeill

installations in buildings and ships

(iii) operation from special appliances such as elevatted platforms,

-- amd helicopters

(iv) use Olill fires in the open, posaiblyusing a foam of :Lower

expansion than normal C-say 500 instead.. of 1000)

(v) use where expensive equf.pmerrt and machinery is involved for

example (see ref. 38)

(vi) more extensive use for tackling inaccessible fires in basements,

cable ducts and in penetrating spaces where water aVailaMlity

is restricted, or undesirable.

Conclusions

High expansion foam has been shown to be a practical and useful agent in

fighting many types; of fires. It will control fires in ordinary combustible

matterials, -and can eminguish them if it can reach the seat of the fire. It

will-also control and eventually extinguish flammable li'l.uid..surface fires.

High expansion foam can be generated at rates suf:l:icient to fill large spaeee

and -buildings 'l.uickly, and has -proved particularly useful fighting unventi

lated and inaccessible fires such as in coal minea; underground ducts and

basements. The foam will travel round obstacIes into regions which

otherwise may be inaccessible, afforda an effectiw shield against heat

radiation and has; no adverse affect Ollll personnel who can move through the

foam to continue- fire-fighti!.'g malluallly where necessaa-yo The combined USSi

of high e:x<pan.sion foam with other agents and wi. th sprinkler systems should,

in the future, extend its potential use considerably and will almost

certainly provide the answer to the few types of fire where ordinary high

expansion. air foam is unsuccessful. The use of automatic foam units in

large buildings should prove a substitute for, and certainly a goo<ID.

aJ.ternative to, many existing installations. It will be particularly

useful where complicated and expensive machinery is involved and also in

situations where water damage could prove as costly as' fire damage.

-20-
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